Tableau Software is a company on a mission – to help people see and understand their data. After a highly successful IPO in 2013, Tableau has become a market-defining company in the business intelligence industry. Our software can be found anywhere people have data and questions.

Headquartered in Seattle - Tableau’s culture is casual and high-energy. We also have offices in Kirkland, WA, Palo Alto, CA, Austin, TX and Vancouver, BC. We value work/life balance, efficiency, simplicity, freakishly friendly customer service, and making a difference in the world.

**PERKS AND CULTURE**
- Health coverage
- Wellness program
- Retirement plan
- Travel
- Community/social outreach
- Sustainability/green initiatives

**EXAMPLES OF INTERESTING PROJECTS**
- Our Software Engineers work on feature teams such as Data Prep, Stats and Calcs, Maps and Storytelling (just to name a few). They leverage their creativity and technical prowess to help people see their data in new ways.
- Tableau’s Software Engineers in Test are focused on testing a suite of next-generation Visual Analytics and Collaboration products. They help define strategy for testing interfaces and build new tools to help ship a high quality product.
- UX Designers are responsible for crafting simple, powerful experiences and beautiful UI’s. They design feature sets across web, mobile, and desktop UX, deftly balancing simplicity and power across a constantly expanding set of capabilities.
- A Program Manager at Tableau works with one or more feature team, shepherding that feature from discovery through design and delivery.

**CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES:**
HTTP://CAREERS.TABLEAU.COM

(206) 634-7613 | 837 N 34th Street, Suite 400 | Seattle, WA 98103 | recruiting@tableau.com

www.cs.utexas.edu/partners